GE and Evolution Energie collaborate to develop financial tool for energy and
multiple commodities
•
•
•

MoU to develop innovative financial commodity management solutions
Providing customers with a complete suite to monitor electricity, natural gas and multiple
commodities in real time
A digital tool that will allow customers to follow and optimize their financial energy exposure

PARIS, May 9 2016 – GE (NYSE: GE) and Evolution Energie have signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) to collaborate on expertise and technologies to develop innovative financial energy management
solutions for cities, utilities and industrials. This solution will allow customers to access production and
consumption of energy in real time along with multiple commodities such as coal, natural gas and water.
In this MoU, Evolution Energie will contribute its software expertise in airport, large industrial firm and
commodity trading divisions. GE’s Grid Solutions business will provide its technology and solutions for
utilities, harbors, microgrids and cities and will complement this with its integration, cybersecurity,
installation and worldwide maintenance capabilities to support global projects.
Evolution Energie is a leading software editor for energy monitoring, environmental reporting,
commodities trading and risk management solutions, used by the world’s largest airports and
corporations in more than 40 countries. Its Flexinergy software suite today monitors more than 6% of the
European Union and Singapore gas and power portfolio.
“Combining our expertise will allow us to penetrate new markets and to jointly accelerate our ambitions,”
said Erwin Guizouarn, CEO of Evolution Energie. “This will allow large energy players and cities to develop
breakthrough energy management solutions for their new smart projects and existing portfolios”
Grid Solutions designs and deploys industry-leading technologies that turn the world on, equipping
approximately 90 percent of power utilities worldwide. Uniting all the resources and scale of the world’s
first digital industrial company, Grid Solutions will leverage its PREDIX™ platform and applications like
Distributed Resources Management System, Market Management Systems, Community Energy
Management System, Automation & Control and Telecommunications solutions.
“This is a great example of what our technology can bring to accelerate energy transition worldwide,” said
Laurent Schmitt, Smart Grid Strategy Leader at Grid Solutions. “Customers will soon be able to access all
the information they need, in real time, allowing them to make quick decisions and optimize their financial
portfolio.”
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About EVOLUTION ENERGIE
EVOLUTION ENERGIE's expert software solution helps the world’s largest corporations to monitor their utility
expenses, track their exposure, and take actions at a local and global scale. With EVOLUTION ENERGIE, our
customers gain access to the most advanced and secure tools that answer their operational needs and track their
environmental and financial targets. We are driven by our customers’ satisfaction and a strong commitment for
excellence demonstrated in various areas (industry, energy suppliers, trading floors, agricultural firms, airports,
smart cities). Our solutions constantly evolve to meet the challenges facing global organizations.
www.evolutionenergie.com
Follow EVOLUTION ENERGIE on Twitter, LinkedIn and on YouTube
About GE
GE (NYSE: GE) is the world's Digital Industrial Company, transforming industry with software-defined machines and
solutions that are connected, responsive and predictive. GE is organized around a global exchange of knowledge,
the "GE Store," through which each business shares and accesses the same technology, markets, structure and
intellect. Each invention further fuels innovation and application across our industrial sectors. With people, services,
technology and scale, GE delivers better outcomes for customers by speaking the language of industry.
www.ge.com
About GE Energy Connections
GE Energy Connections designs and deploys industry-leading technologies that turn the world on. We transport,
convert, automate and optimize energy to ensure we provide safe, efficient and reliable electrical power. Uniting all
the resources and scale of the world’s first digital industrial company, we connect brilliant machines, grids, and
systems to power utility, oil and gas, marine, mining and renewables customers, that keep our world running. Grid
Solutions, a GE and Alstom joint venture, is part of GE Energy Connections.
www.GEEnergyConnections.com ; www.GEGridSolutions.com
Follow GE’s Grid Solution business on Twitter, LinkedIn and on YouTube
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